Student Grant Competition
The Student Grant Competition offers undergraduate and graduate students funding for research. There are up to three awards of $500 each for graduate student affiliates and up to two of $300 each for undergraduate student affiliates. The research proposal must be less than 3,000 words. Moreover, students who are awarded grants will be recognized at the annual APS convention. Please note that the application should contain the review board approval. Application are due by November 16th 2013. More information can be found at http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/grants-awards-and-symposia/student-grant-competition.

Student Research Award
Student Research Award recognizes undergraduate and graduate student affiliates for their outstanding contribution to any area of psychology. There are up to three awards of graduate student affiliates and two for undergraduate student affiliates of $250 each. The research summary should include up to 1,000 words. Applications are accepted starting October 2013 and are due by January 15, 2013. More information can be found at http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/apssc/about/student-research-award.

RISE research award
RISE (Researching Injustice and Social Equality) research award aims to recognize and encourage further research in any relevant psychological area on socially and economically underrepresented populations. Applications are accepted starting October 2013 and are due by January 15, 2013. More information can be found at http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/rise/research-award.

Reviewers
The APSSC needs undergraduate and graduate student affiliates to review submissions for Student Grant Competition, RISE and Student Research Awards. For each submission, the reviewer will provide critical feedback and rate the quality, worth and importance
of the proposed research using on a pre-established scoring system. The review process for the Student Grant competition occurs in the months of November and December. The review process for research awards occur in the months of February and March. More information can be found at http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/rise/reviewer.

**Student Notebook**

Student Notebook is a student-run section of the APS Observer that features an article by a graduate student every month. The topics could range from a current topic you are researching on to applying for a job, grants, or clinical internship. Any experience or advice that you would like to share!

**Undergraduate Update**

Undergraduate Update is an online publication for undergraduate student affiliates. If you would like to gain writing experience, share information or a relevant personal experience, consider writing for the Undergraduate Update. Please see http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/apssc/undergraduate_update for a list of suggested topics and submission details.

**Mentorship Program**

The APS mentorship program was designed for undergraduate students to assist them navigate their career goals and plans in the field of psychology. This program attempts to pair interested undergraduate and graduate student, who acts as a mentor. For further information and to fill out an application form, visit http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/members/apssc/mentorship_program